Introduction
In recent years, programmed death-1 (PD-1)/programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) blockade has attracted much attention in oncotherapy. As the inhibitory receptor-ligand interaction between PD-1 and PD-L1 is involved in the negative regulation of T cell activation and peripheral tolerance during immune responses by cancer cells, 1 drugs targeting PD-1 or PD-L1 have been proved to be valuable in oncotherapy.
Until now, five anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs have received approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), including anti-PD-1 drugs such as pembrolizumab (Keytruda; Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth, NJ, USA) and nivolumab (Opdivo; BristolMyers Squibb Company New York, NY, USA) as well as anti-PD-L1 drugs such as atezolizumab (Tecentriq; Genentech, Inc., South San Francisco, CA, USA), avelumab (Bavencio; EMD Serono, Inc., Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), and durvalumab (Imfinzi; AstraZeneca UK Limited, Cambridge, UK). Most of the anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs have been approved for application in certain types of tumor (Table 1) . Briefly, pembrolizumab has been approved for the treatment of melanoma, 2 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), 3, 4 Hodgkin lymphoma, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), urothelial carcinoma, [5] [6] [7] and then for gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma on September 22, 2017 (http://www.mrknewsroom.com). Meanwhile, nivolumab received accelerated approval for metastatic colorectal cancer on July 31, 2017, and has been previously approved for melanoma, NSCLC, renal cell carcinoma, Despite demonstrated successes, only a minority of patients can benefit from the therapies if applied just based on tumor types, so that it is imperative to identify biomarkers for drug response prediction. However, only two biomarkers have already been approved for the application of anti-PD-1/ PD-L1 drugs, while other candidate biomarkers still need validation by clinical trial (Table 1) . It should be noted that no single biomarker is sufficient for drug response prediction currently; each has its limitations. Therefore, other candidate biomarkers are valuable to compensate for deficiencies of the existing biomarkers.
To enhance the drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, comprehensive considerations of the biomarkers are required. 
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Drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade First, the risk of therapeutic failure comes not only from primary resistance characteristics of a patient but also from resistance that emerges during the treatment course. Second, barriers to success exist in failure not only to eliminate immunosuppressive tumor cells but also to reinvigorate exhausted T cells. In this review, we set up a comprehensive network of approved and candidate biomarkers before and during PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade in consideration of the characteristics of tumor and reinvigoration of exhausted T cells.
Biomarker network of tumor characteristics for PD-1/PD-L1 blockade Biomarkers of tumor characteristics before treatment
Most biomarkers predictive of response to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs are concentrated on tumor characteristics before the initiation of therapy (Table 1 and Figure 1) ; each has its limitations and requires other biomarkers to compensate for it. Among discovered biomarkers, only two have been approved for the application of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs. The first biomarker is PD-L1 expression, which has been validated in nearly all tumor types for all approved anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs in cancer market, while most other biomarkers still lack validation in clinical trials. However, the application of PD-L1 expression needs complicated considerations of tumor types and standardization, and sometimes it is not sufficient to differentiate responders from nonresponders. Hence, PD-L1 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are easier in standardization, such as rs4143815 and rs2282055, are explored to further select responders. The second biomarker is microsatellite instability (MSI) or deficient mismatch repair (dMMR), which is recently approved for application as a biomarker predictive of response to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drug negligible of tumor type. Although this approval has opened a new era in drug response prediction, MSI is still not sufficient for drug response prediction due to its various frequencies in different cancers. Polymerase ε (POLE) mutation appears as a positive biomarker for patients with a microsatellite stable (MSS) phenotype, while mutations such as Janus Kinase 1 (JAK1) and JAK2 appear to be negative biomarkers for patients with an MSI phenotype, requiring validation by clinical trials.
PD-L1 expression: standardization and tumor type
PD-L1 expression is now the most widely validated predictive biomarker for drug response to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs (Table 1 ). Many kinds of genomic aberrations such as copy number amplification of the genes PD-L1 and JAK2 can result in high expression of PD-L1 protein and poor prognosis. [16] [17] [18] ? Figure 1 Biomarker network of tumor characteristics before and during PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. Notes: Green: biomarkers predictive of positive response. Red: biomarkers predictive of negative response. Abbreviations: B2M, beta-2-microglobulin; JAK, Janus Kinase; MSi, microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite stable; Mut, mutations; PD-1, programmed death-1; PD-L1, programmed death ligand 1; POLe, polymerase ε; Up, upregulation.
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Chen et al Based on PD-L1 expression, pembrolizumab is approved for the first-line treatment of metastatic NSCLC with a cutoff of $50%, while the second-line treatment requires only $1%. 3, 4, 19 Meanwhile, PD-L1 expression is reported to predict a better response to avelumab in patients with urothelial carcinoma with a confirmed objective response rate (ORR) of 53.8% in PD-L1-positive tumors compared with 4.2% in PD-L1-negative tumors. 20 Similarly, statistically significant increase in ORR was observed in patients with HNSCC treated with pembrolizumab (22% vs 4% for PD-L1-positive vs PD-L1-negative). 21 However, several challenges have been reviewed to be associated with this approach. 22 We only point out three of them. One of the challenges is the lack of standardization. Different PD-L1 assays in clinical trials have provided variable definition of "PD-L1 expression" and various cutoffs for "PD-L1 positive/high", making it hard to compare the drug efficacy even on the same tumor type. Just for patients with urothelial cancer, when treated with pembrolizumab, PD-L1 expression tested by PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx was scored by the percentage of cells (tumor cells, macrophages, or lymphocytes) expressing PD-L1 in a tumor biopsy, and a cutoff of $10% was associated with a higher frequency of drug response. 23 Meanwhile, when treated with atezolizumab, PD-L1 expression was assessed by VENTANA PD-L1 SP142 (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc, Oro Valley, AR, USA), depending on the percentage of PD-L1-stained tumor-infiltrating immune cells, and a cutoff of $5% was used. 11 In addition, when treated with durvalumab, PD-L1 expression was determined by VENTANA PD-L1 (SP263 ), and high PD-L1 expression was defined as $25% of either tumor cells or immune cells staining for PD-L1 expression. 24 Moreover, when treated with nivolumab, PD-L1 expression was assessed according to membrane staining by PD-L1 IHC 28-8 pharmDx, and several cutoffs were used ($5%, $1%, ,1%). 25 Even though ORR was highest in pembrolizumab-treated patients (Table 2 ), we cannot conclude that pembrolizumab is the most suitable drug for patients with urothelial cancer. By taking into account that a patient would not take every assay for his PD-L1 expression, it is hard to select the most suitable therapy for him.
Another challenge is the complicated consideration of different tumor types (Table 1) . For example, applification of pembrolizumab requires a certain level of PD-L1 expression in some types of tumor, and the required PD-L1 expression level is variable. Nevertheless, applification of pembrolizumab is regardless of PD-L1 expression in other tumor types, although higher expression of PD-L1 still correlates with better outcomes.
Finally, PD-L1 expression is not sufficient for distinguishing responders and nonresponders in some cases, as drug responses 
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Drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade are not much different between PD-L1-high and PD-L1-low patients. For example, nivolumab is applied on melanoma irrespective of PD-L1 expression with ORR of 57.5% for PD-L1-positive tumors and 41.3% for PD-L1-negative tumors. 26 To compensate for the limitations of PD-L1 expression, many efforts have been made to discover new biomarkers. Among them, PD-L1 SNPs come out as biomarkers related to PD-L1 expression but easier in standardization, while MSI and dMMR can be used as biomarkers predictive of drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade negligible of tumor types and regardless of PD-L1 expression.
PD-L1 SNPs: easier in standardization
SNPs have been classically used to understand the mechanisms of drug response to various diseases. 27 PD-L1 SNPs are previously reported to be related to PD-L1 expression. For example, rs4143815 C.G in 3′UTR of PD-L1 was associated with a decreased PD-L1 expression in NSCLC patients. 28, 29 However, very few studies have been performed to evaluate the impact of PD-L1 SNPs on response to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs until now.
PD-L1 SNPs that are more easily standardized may serve as biomarkers compensated for PD-L1 expression, particularly when PD-1 expression is not sufficient to further identify responders. For example, PD-L1 expression is not sufficient in further patient selection when treated NSCLC patients with nivolumab. 9, 30 Strikingly, the ORR and the median progression-free survival (PFS) time for the C/C, C/G genotypes of PD-L1 rs4143815 are better than the G/G genotype (Table 3) . 31 Similarly, a better clinical response is observed in the G/G, G/T genotypes of intronic PD-L1 rs2282055 compared with the T/T genotype (Table 3) . 31 Although PD-L1 SNPs are more easily standardized and can further identify responsive and nonresponsive NSCLC patients treated with nivolumab, there are still some uncertainties for their application. Does application of PD-L1 SNPs still need complex considerations of tumor types?
Should they be used as supplements to PD-L1 expression or independently? Further clinical trials are required to instruct the application of PD-L1 SNPs as a predictive biomarker for response to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs.
MSi and dMMR: tissue-agnostic biomarker
Compared with PD-L1 expression that needs complicated considerations of different tumor types, MSI becomes the first approved tissue-agnostic biomarker for solid tumors treated with pembrolizumab, 32 regardless of PD-L1 expression. MSI is a molecular marker of dMMR system. As the mismatch repair system is of pivotal importance in detecting and cutting off mismatches during DNA replication, 33 MSI leads to an endogenous antitumor response that is counterbalanced by the expression of PD-1 or PD-L1. 33 Therefore, when treated with pembrolizumab, favorable response was achieved in MSI-high (MSI-H), dMMR colorectal cancer, and noncolorectal cancer (Table 4) . 34 It would be interesting that whether this tissue-agnostic biomarker MSI can be used for drug response prediction for other anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs. Strikingly, just on July 31, 2017, the FDA granted accelerated approval to nivolumab for the treatment of dMMR and MSI-H metastatic colorectal cancer based on its durable effect in the study CA209142 (CHECKMATE 142; NCT 02060188; Table 4 ). 35 Although this approval is restricted to colorectal cancer, it may be Although inspired by the discovery of MSI as a tissueagnostic biomarker for drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, it is insufficient to predict drug response simply classified by MSI and the opposite phenotype MSS, which is usually believed to correlate with negative drug response. First, it should be noted that the frequencies of MSI are variable across different kinds of cancer. Frequencies of MSI are high in some cancer types, for example, 13% in colorectal cancer and 22% in endometrial and gastric cancer. 34 However, frequencies of MSI are very low in some other cancer types, for example, nearly 0% in lung cancer, only 1% in bladder cancer, 2% in renal cell carcinoma, and 3% in HNSCC, 34 which is much lower than the percentage of patients likely to benefit from PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. Second, response rates in MSI tumors have never reached 100% with some MSI patients showing resistance to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs.
Discovery of more biomarkers is still in need, especially for patients without an MSI phenotype but who would likely be cured by anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs as well as those with MSI who would not benefit from the therapies.
POLE and JAK1/2 mutations: compensation for MSS and MSi
The limitations of MSI in drug response prediction have triggered the discovery of some new biomarkers by screening the tumors, including POLE mutations as a positive biomarker in MSS phenotype and JAK1/2 mutations as negative biomarkers in MSI phenotype (Table 1) .
First, mutations in POLE have provided hopes for patients with an MSS phenotype. POLE is a DNA polymerase involved in DNA replication and repair. Mutations in POLE contribute to an MSS phenotype, but still predict effective response to pembrolizumab in patients with colorectal cancer. 36 The same phenomenon is reported in patients with endometrial cancer, who have POLE mutations and show exceptional response to pembrolizumab or nivolumab. 37, 38 However, these case reports are not sufficient for the validation of POLE mutation as a positive biomarker. Larger clinical trials testing drug response in patients with mutated POLE and MSS are required, including a study of pembrolizumab for patients with advanced cancer (NCT02693535), a Phase II study evaluating avelumab for patients with endometrial cancer (NCT02912572) as well as a Phase II study assessing azacitidine in combination with durvalumab for patients with colorectal carcinoma (NCT 02811497;ongoing trial).
Second, JAK1 and JAK2 emerge as negative biomarkers of tumors with MSI. They are induced by interferon-γ and can activate STAT1/STAT2/STAT3-IRF1 axis to upregulate PD-L1 expression, resulting in increased resistance to tumor lysis by NK cells. 39, 40 So that loss-of-function mutations of JAK1 and JAK2 can abolish interferon-γ signaling. It has been reported in case reports that JAK1 and JAK2 mutations are involved in primary resistance to pembrolizumab in dMMR colon cancer. 41 However, it also requires validation by clinical trials, as POLE does.
Biomarkers of tumor characteristics during treatment
For patients who have been supposed to be a responder before PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, delayed relapse after an initial objective tumor regression is a major barrier in the successful anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy due to some newly occurred mutations such as JAK1, JAK2, and beta-2-microglobulin (B2M; Table 1 and Figure 1 ). However, it is controversial to use the newly occurred mutations as biomarkers as they may be neglected before reaching a detectable level. Moreover, when PD-L1 expression is insufficient to identify responders before the initiation of the treatment, the elevated PD-L1 expression appears as a compensable biomarker during the treatment, although it is unclear which extent of upregulation can be defined as "responsiveness" (Figure 1 ). Although we are not able to discuss all biomarkers in recent years, we present evidence on some factors as a representative.
JAK1/2 and B2M: newly occurred mutations
Mutations in tumor biopsies have long been plausible biomarkers for drug response prediction. To understand the mechanism of acquired resistance during PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, biopsy samples from patients with acquired resistance have been examined. Among many biomarkers for acquired resistance, it is noted that biomarkers related to primary resistance can also lead to resistance during the treatment. With tumors not mutated for JAK1 or JAK2, patients with melanoma still show resistance to pembrolizumab therapy due to newly occurred JAK1 and JAK2 mutations during the treatment. 42 OncoTargets and Therapy 2018:11 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade Similarly, a truncated B2M mutation can result in defective antigen presentation and was reported to be linked to acquired resistance to pembrolizumab. 42 However, it is controversial to use the newly occurred mutations to monitor the therapy course. First, with multiregional exome sequencing of spatially distinct regions of the tumors, different groups of researchers found that intratumoral heterogeneity existed in somatic mutation and copy number alteration levels, following a branched evolution model. 43, 44 Mutations such as JAK1 can be found as both truncal mutations or branch mutations. 43, 44 For a patient with primary and recurrent metastatic tumors, polyclonal metastatic seeding existed 43 which can lead to drug resistance. Compared with mutations that can be found in a large proportion of the primary tumors, new mutations usually occur in only a few cells. It's hard to detect these mutations before they accumulated to a certain level, when it may be too late for a patient to change for another proper therapy in time. To address this issue, single-cell sequencing appears to be valuable in better understanding the genomic principles of tumor heterogeneity and monitoring the emergence of drug-resistant cell clones in patient samples. 45, 46 Second, as these mutations were discovered in case reports, clinical trials are needed to confirm their frequencies in patients with acquired resistance, so as to assess the value of these biomarkers.
PD-L1 upregulation: response during treatment
Commonly detected on different kinds of tumor cells, PD-L1 expression is previously seen as a positive biomarker predictive of drug response before PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. However, PD-L1 expression before therapy fails to differentiate patients with melanoma who would respond to pembrolizumab or nivolumab and those who would not. 47 Strikingly, when tested during the immunotherapies, the elevation of PD-L1 expression was observed to be associated with effective response to pembrolizumab and nivolumab. 47 Notably, within 2 months of commencing treatment, tumoral PD-L1 and macrophage PD-L1 expression were higher in responders than nonresponders. Therefore, PD-L1 upregulation could be considered as an effective biomarker to monitor the treatment and further classify patients with different responses to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade.
Nevertheless, the application of elevated PD-L1 level as a biomarker still faces some challenges. In addition to its lack of standardization and complex considerations of tumor types, PD-L1 expression is usually variable in patients before the therapy, so that it is hard to define a baseline PD-L1 expression. Meanwhile, biopsies from both responders and non-responders show an upregulation of PD-L1 expression during the therapy, although with distinct elevated level. 47 It deserves cautiously definition of "responsiveness" and "resistance" based on the level of PD-L1 upregulation.
Biomarker network of T cell rejuvenation for PD-1/PD-L1 blockade
T cell rejuvenation is a pivotal step of a successful PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade. However, there are not many biomarkers evaluating the T cell rejuvenation until now (Table 1 and Figure 2 ). The upregulation of T cell immunoglobulin mucin-3 (TIM-3) and a "reinvigoration score" based on the ratio of Ki67 to tumor burden have recently emerged as biomarkers monitoring the therapy course, which are associated 
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Chen et al with T cell exhaustion and reinvigoration. However, the observation of these biomarkers needs several weeks of waiting and puts a risk of unnecessary disease progression on patients. To predict the T cell rejuvenation ability before the initiation of the treatment, exhaustion-associated DNA methylation status may be valuable, especially for cancer patients with chronic virus infection or antigen exposure. Evidence on these biomarkers is presented in the following sections.
Upregulation of TiM-3: resistance during treatment
Failure in T cell rejuvenation is a risk factor that may subvert the drug response prediction based on biomarkers describing the characteristics of tumor biopsies. While much effort has been made to discover biomarkers describing the characteristics of tumor biopsies, very few biomarkers have been discovered to evaluate T cell rejuvenation ability in blood samples and appear as new hot spots in immunotherapy.
One of the candidate biomarkers to monitor the therapy course is the upregulation of TIM-3. TIM-3 plays a key role in inhibiting Th1 cell response and the expression of cytokines such as IFN-γ and TNF-α, 48 so that the upregulation of TIM-3 may lead to resistance to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. In fact, in a mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma, TIM-3 is reported to be upregulated in PD-1-antibody-bond T cells in tumors progressing following response to anti-PD-1 therapy. 49 This TIM-3-induced resistance was also observed in patients with lung cancer and those with HNSCC, even after these patients had been selected according to PD-L1 expression and showed an initial response to pembrolizumab or nivolumab (Table 1) . 49, 50 In these patients, IFN-γ and TNF-α failed to be further induced in TIM-3-positive T cells upon PD-1 blockade, opposite to that observed in TIM-3-negative T cells. 50 Therefore, a combination therapy of TIM-3 inhibitor and anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs is recommended to improve therapy efficacy.
Strikingly, not all anti-PD-1/PD-L1 drugs may lead to TIM-3 upregulation. The treatment with avelumab is reported to cause no significant effect on peripheral immune cell subsets, including those that express PD-L1 or TIM-3, 51,52 so as to prevent cells from resorting to alternative checkpoints. This advantage of avelumab in overcoming TIM-3-induced resistance is believed to come from its ability to induce antibody-dependent cytotoxicity-mediated tumor cell lysis. 51 Whether avelumab can be singly applied across different types of tumors remains to be confirmed.
It should be noted that it is still uncertain which level of TIM-3 upregulation can be defined as "resistance", and patients have to wait for a period to know whether they would benefit from the therapy, and more clinical trials have to be cautiously designed.
Ratio of Ki67 to tumor burden: reinvigoration score during treatment
Although changes of some biomarkers during the therapy course appear to be related to drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, there are few definitions of "resistance" or "responsiveness" based on their changes. Recently, a "reinvigoration score" has been developed according to the ratio of Ki67 to tumor burden to distinguish clinical outcomes and predict drug response.
Ki67 alone did not correlate with clinical outcomes to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade; in contrast, the ratio of changes of Ki67 to tumor burden did. It was reported that higher ratio of fold change of Ki67 + CD8 T cells to tumor burden was related to better clinical response in patients with melanoma. 53 Nevertheless, this fold change required measurements both before and after treatment.
Therefore, the ratio of Ki67 + CD8 T cells to pretreatment tumor burden at 6 weeks post pembrolizumab treatment was used as the "reinvigoration score" instead. 53 In fact, when this ratio was greater than 1.94, better outcome was achieved by ORR, PFS, and overall survival in patients with melanoma. In contrast, a ratio of ,1.94 was indicated for negative clinical outcomes.
However, the application of this reinvigoration score faces the same problem as elevated TIM-3 does. As patients must wait several weeks before they receive the results, the risk of unnecessary disease progression increases due to delayed replacement of proper therapies. Therefore, biomarkers are in urgent need to evaluate the T cell rejuvenation ability before patients take the therapy.
exhaustion-associated DNA methylation: consideration before treatment Exhaustion-associated DNA methylation is a new biomarker to evaluate the rejuvenation ability of T cells before PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade.
Some biomarkers that seem to be promising in drug response prediction may fail to meet the demands of clinic. For example, the virus-infected cells usually have the expression of PD-L1 upregulated to escape immune surveillance [54] [55] [56] and then lead to many kinds of tumors. T cells gradually lose function in a hierarchical manner during viral infections and tumor development 57 and have been reported to be restored by PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. [54] [55] [56] However, virus load seems to be insufficient for drug response prediction. In some case reports, patients with HIV, hepatitis C virus (HCV), or Epstein-Barr 
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Drug response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade virus (EBV) infection show resistance to pembrolizumab, even though virus DNA is undetectable after therapy. 58, 59 Failure of response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade is possibly due to heritable exhaustion-associated de novo methylation progressively acquired during virus-induced cancer development. 60 In a chronic virus-infected mouse model of prostate cancer, the de novo methylation in loci such as IFN-γ, Myc, Tcf7, Ccr7, Tbx21, and Eomesodermin makes activated CD8 T cells fully exhausted and restricts T cell expansion and clonal diversity. Interestingly, once established, these DNA methylation programs are preserved during PD-L1 blockade therapy. In contrast, exhaustion-associated de novo DNA methylation programs are not acquired during a primary acute viral infection. This may explain why some virus-induced tumors show full response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, while others only show partial or no response.
Therefore, blocking of de novo DNA methylation appears to be an effective method to overcome exhaustion-induced resistance to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. In fact, in CD8 T cells that lack the ability to acquire de novo DNA methylation programs, TIM-3 expression appears to be lower than that in wild type (WT) chronic virus-infected CD8 T cells. 60 Moreover, it should be noted that T cell exhaustionrelated drug resistance is a risk factor not only for cells with chronic virus infection but also for other chronic antigenpresented cells. It deserves more clinical trials to prove the relationship between the exhaustion status of T cells and full, partial, or no response to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. Besides, tumor-related virus or antigen may last for a period during the treatment, but PD-1/PD-L1 blockade cannot prevent de novo exhaustion-associated DNA methylation programs. These raise concerns that T cells that are activated or partially exhausted before treatment may become fully exhausted. Future clinical trials are required to shed light on the changes of exhaustion-associated DNA methylation during PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade.
Conclusion
The biomarker-driven individualized therapies receive better clinical outcomes than therapies based only on tumor types, so that they have attracted much more attention in recent years. Although a lot of biomarkers have been detected, no single biomarker is sufficient for drug response prediction until now. Hence, prediction of drug response based on a 
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Chen et al network of biomarkers that compensated for each other's limitations would optimize the therapy efficacy.
A successful anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy involves the elimination of suppressive tumors and rejuvenation of exhausted T cells, requiring complex considerations of different biomarkers (Figure 3) . First, regarding tumor characteristics, biomarkers before the initiation of the treatment were centered on PD-L1 expression or MSI, including PD-L1 SNPs such as rs4143815 and rs2282055 compensative for PD-L1 expression, POLE mutations responsive in the MSS phenotype, and JAK1 and JAK2 mutations negative in the MSI phenotype. Biomarkers in tumor biopsies can also monitor PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, including newly occurred JAK1, JAK2, and B2M mutations that lead to resistance, and PD-L1 upregulation that indicates responsiveness. Second, regarding T cell rejuvenation, TIM-3 upregulation can be a sign of resistance, while the ratio of Ki67 to tumor burden provides a measurable "reinvigoration score", both can be used for monitoring the therapy course. Moreover, exhaustion-associated DNA methylation appears as a candidate biomarker to predict the T cell rejuvenation ability before the initiation of the treatment.
In conclusion, although we are unable to list all biomarkers, we set up a comprehensive network including biomarkers describing characteristics of tumor biopsies and evaluating T cell reinvigoration, before and during PD-1/PD-L1 blockade (Figure 3 ). It is of great significance to explore more biomarkers to improve this network, so as to enhance the efficacy of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy.
